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Practical Jokes are fun IF you use some common sense.
PLEASE MAKE CERTAIN your fun is not going to hurt someone else.

Hi and welcome to HORRID PRACTICAL JOKES.

Ten jokes use the props in the box and here are another ten Practical Jokes you 
can play using everyday objects.  ALWAYS do these jokes with the approval of 
an adult.

1. RAINING PAPER
Tear a sheet of paper into tiny pieces  enough to fill a lightweight, 
disposable plastic cup. Now open a door just a little and put the cup on 
the TOP EDGE of the door. The next person to open the door will be 
covered in confetti! 

 ONLY use paper, and ONLY use a lightweight disposable 
cup. A heavier cup might hurt someone!

2. DEAD MOUSE
Unscrew the base of a friend's computer Mouse and take out the ball, 
now put it back on the mouse mat the right way up. They will be 
scratching their heads about why the computer doesn't work until they 
work it out.

 put the ball in a VERY SAFE place. You'll really upset 
someone if you lose their mouse ball for real.

3. SMALL SHOES
Crumple up two tissues and ram them into the toe of someone's shoe. 
Push them in tightly and they'll never notice until they can't get their foot 
into their shoe.

4. SHORT TIGHTS
Turn someone's tights inside out, tie a piece of thread tightly round it 
5cm above the tip of the toe. Now pull them the right way out again. 
With luck your victim will be too sleepy in the morning to notice your 
joke until they try to put on their tights and find one leg longer than the 
other.

5. APPLE JUICE TO BLACKCURRANT
Put a couple of drops of red food colouring in the bottom of a glass. Hold 
it up so your fingers cover the bottom and pour in apple juice, the red 
colouring will make it look like the apple juice is changing into 
blackcurrant as your victim watches.

6. HEAVIEST COIN
Use epoxy glue to glue a coin to a large flat rock. Now bury the rock by a 
path and watch your victims try to lift up the coin  with the rock attached.

7. LOTTERY WINNER
Video the lottery draw one day that your victim isn't watching it. Now 
buy a ticket choosing the winning numbers from the draw you have 
taped. Give the ticket to your victim and next Saturday play the video at 
the lottery draw time. See their astonishment when they “WIN” the 
lottery.

 YOU ABSOLUTELY MUST TELL THEM right away that 
it's a joke.

8. SQUIRMING TOES
Put half a cup of water in a balloon and push it into the front of your 
victim's shoe. When they put it on they'll feel something wriggle at their 
toes  it's horrible. With so little water the balloon should not burst.  

NEVER DO THIS with a pair of good shoes.

Tape a balloon to the edge of the door by the hinge. Tape a drawing pin, 
point-out, to the door frame right by the balloon. When the door is 
opened the pin explodes the balloon  to the shock of your victim.

 NEVER try this on old people, or people with weak hearts.
10. FLYING MONEY

Glue one end of a 150cm length of dark coloured thread to one side of a 
£5 note. Now leave it by your desk, and hold on to the other end of the 
thread. When someone bends down to pick it up, tug the note away. Your 
victim will probably try a couple of grabs before they realise they've 
been had.
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9. EXPLODING DOOR


